
COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND THE 

INTEGRATION CHALLENGE



COGNITIVE SYSTEM: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY 

ENDEAVOR



AN EARLY MODEL

Sloan Foundation’s 1978 report

What provides a unity for cognitive science?



LEVELS OF EXPLANATION: THE CONTRAST BETWEE

N PSYCHOLOGY AND NEUROSCIENCE



CASE OF PSYCHOLOGY

Scientific Psychology is not organized vertically in terms 

of levels

Instead organized horizontally in terms of domains



CASE OF NEUROSCIENCE

The bridge between the activity of neural systems

And the activity of individual neurons -> Computational neuroscience 



USAGE OF DIFFERENT TOOLS IN NEUROSCIENCE



THE INTEGRATION CHALLENGE



HOW THE FIELDS AND SUBFIELDS VARY

1. Hierarchically organized levels

2. The different techniques and tools

3. Horizontal organization in terms of domains





INTEGRATION EXAMPLE 1



INTEGRATION EXAMPLE 1: EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY AND 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF REASONING

 Human problem solving example

 Human reasoning is governed by the basic principles of 

logic and probability theory

 However, logic and probability theory cannot tell us 

about how we actually go about solving these problems

 The basic laws of logic and probability theory are 

universal

 modus tollens

 If A then B == if not-B then not-A -> one can put anything 

at A, B. It is universal rule (domain-general)

 If that’s the cathedral, then library must be over there. But 

it’s not. So that can’t be the cathedral. 



CONDITIONAL REASONING



WASON SELECTION TASK

 To determine if the following conditional is true or false, which cards 

do you have to turn over?

 Conditional: If a card has a vowel on one side, it has an even number 

on the other

 Errors. Why?



GRIGGS AND COX’S DEONTIC VERSION OF  WASON SELECTION 

TASK

 To determine if the following conditional is true or false, which cards do 

you have to turn over?

 Conditional: If a person is drinking beer, that person must be over 19 ye

ars old age.

 So little errors. Why? – domain-specific competence for reasoning involving 

deontic conditionals (conditionals that express rules, prohibitions, and agre

ements)



WHY SHOULD WE HAVE THE DOMAIN-SPECIFIC COMPETENCE?: 

THE EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGISTS’ ACCOUNTS

 The cheater detection module



THE PRISONER’S DILEMMA

 Origin of the coorperative behavior: why altruistic behavior? Evolution 

seems to value free-riders more than the high-minded altruists.

 The prisoner’s dilemma



THE PRISONER’S DILEMMA



TIT FOR TAT STRATEGY

 Behave depending on how they behaved in the past (rather than depend
ing on expectation)

 TIT for TAT strategy

1. Always cooperate at the first encounter 

2. In any subsequent encounter do what your opponent did in the previo
us round

➢ Simple and evolutionary stable



INTEGRATION EXAMPLE 1: EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY AND 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF REASONING

 It is critical to identify the instances of defection and 

cooperation

 The cheat detect module is important 

 Q1. Why is the cheat detect module important for TIT 

for TAT strategy?



INTEGRATION EXAMPLE 1I



INTEGRATION EXAMPLE 1I: NEURAL ACTIVITY AND THE BOLD 

SIGNAL

 Measurement of functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI): blood oxyg

enation level dependent contrast ima

ging (BOLD contrast imaging)

 Which aspect of the neuronal activity 

has been measured?



FMRI BOLD



SINGLE UNIT RECORDING AND THE BOLD



BOLD: SUM OF ACTION POTENTIALS?

 Linear relationship between average firing rate and the 

BOLD response

 Rees, Friston, and Koch (2000)



BOLD: SUM OF INPUTS TO THE LOCAL POPULATION?

 BOLD response is correlated more with local field potential activity 

(Logothetis, 2001)

 Q2. Why do you think 

BOLD response is more 

correlated with LFP?



MARR’S TRI-LEVEL HYPOTHESIS AS A GLOBAL MODEL 

FOR COGNITIVE SCIENCE



MARR’S TRI-LEVEL HYPOTHESIS

A candidate for integrating different disciplines and levels

 Computational level

 Algorithmic level

 Implementation level:  primal sketch, 2.5D sketch and 3D sketch



ZERO CROSSINGS



MODULAR VS. NON-MODULAR COGNITIVE SYSTEMS

Modular cognitive system

 Domain-specificity: specified mechanisms for a specific job

 Informational encapsulation: modular systems are unaffected by what 
is going on elsewhere in mind

 Mandatory application: Automatic response to stimuli

 Fast

 Fixed neural architecture

 Specific breakdown patterns



MODEL OF MENTAL ARCHITECTURE



COGNITION IS A FORM OF INFORMATION PROCESSING

1. In what format does a particular cognitive system carry information?

2. How does that cognitive system transform information?

3. How is the mind organized so that it can function as an information 

processor?



ANSWER TO THE FIRST QUESTION

In what format does a particular cognitive system carry information? 
How does that cognitive system transform information?

1. Computational information-processing paradigm: “Physical symbol sy
stem hypothesis”

2. Connectionist information-processing paradigm: “Artificial neural ne
tworks”


